Introduction {#section1-2041731419859157}
============

Scaffolds are commonly used in bone tissue engineering (TE) as a support for cell adhesion and to guide three-dimensional (3D) growth.^[@bibr1-2041731419859157]^ To generate functional tissue equivalents, the scaffolds should provide a suitable pore size, porosity, and an interconnecting pore structure.^[@bibr2-2041731419859157],[@bibr3-2041731419859157]^ Furthermore, biocompatibility, resorbability, and osteoinductivity are important for successful bone TE approaches.^[@bibr4-2041731419859157][@bibr5-2041731419859157]--[@bibr6-2041731419859157]^

In general, these requirements are met by natural scaffolds such as decellularized bone grafts (e.g. from bovine femur spongiosa). However, these materials inherit the potential of pathogen transfer and immune rejection, as well as high variation in pore size and porosity.^[@bibr7-2041731419859157],[@bibr8-2041731419859157]^

Consequently, in recent years, synthetic materials have been investigated and evaluated in their potential to replace natural scaffolds, to provide equally potent matrices for cell adhesion, growth, and differentiation. Synthetic thermoplastic polymers like Polycaprolactone (PCL), Polylactide (PLA), Polyglycolide (PGA), or their corresponding copolymers show suitable properties for the generation of scaffolds for bone TE. Besides being biocompatible, resorbable, and Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved, PCL has been shown to be both osteoconductive and osteoinductive, which is both mandatory to ensure cell growth and differentiation on the scaffold. Furthermore, PCL is soluble in common organic solvents, which makes it accessible for rapid prototyping manufacturing techniques.^[@bibr4-2041731419859157],[@bibr5-2041731419859157],[@bibr9-2041731419859157],[@bibr10-2041731419859157]^

To further improve the properties of PCL, composite materials can be created by adding bioactive materials, for instance, bioceramics, to the polymer. A broadly used bioceramic material for creating PCL-based composite materials is hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca~10~(PO~4~)~6~(OH)~2~), since it is of the same chemical composition as the inorganic phase of natural bone.^[@bibr4-2041731419859157],[@bibr9-2041731419859157],[@bibr11-2041731419859157]^

The use of a PCL/HA composite material results in enhanced osteoconductivity and osteoinductivity, as well as in improved mechanical properties compared to PCL only. Furthermore, alkaline metabolic waste products are released during the resorption of HA. These can effectively neutralize acidic metabolic waste products, which occur during natural hydrolysis of PCL. Thus, critically low pH values can be avoided in degrading PCL/HA-based implants.^[@bibr4-2041731419859157],[@bibr12-2041731419859157]^ These characteristics make PCL/HA composite materials a promising material for the generation of scaffolds for bone TE.

For bone TE applications, most scaffolds are designed as solid structures, since these are beneficial for mimicking the mechanical properties of bone and retaining the desired geometry.^[@bibr4-2041731419859157],[@bibr5-2041731419859157],[@bibr13-2041731419859157]^ However, achieving spatially uniform cell distributions after cell seeding is difficult in solid scaffolds. Therefore, dynamic cell seeding procedures have to be developed, which have to be optimized for each scaffold design individually.^[@bibr14-2041731419859157][@bibr15-2041731419859157]--[@bibr16-2041731419859157]^ In addition, the investigation of cell fate in a solid 3D-cell culture (3DCC) can only be performed by cutting or sawing the tissue-engineered construct (TEC). As a consequence, the TEC cannot be used for further applications.

A sheet-based scaffold concept offers a solution to these drawbacks of scaffold-based TE. Hereby, single sheets are manufactured and stacked to form a 3D scaffold (referred to as stacked scaffold, SSC).^[@bibr6-2041731419859157],[@bibr17-2041731419859157]^ The advantages of SSCs are that single sheets can be seeded with cells individually and investigated with regard to cell distribution before the seeded sheets are stacked to an SSC. Moreover, cell distributions can be investigated after cultivation, by disassembling the SSC into single sheets. Furthermore, a sheet-based design can be used to combine both, solid structures and hydrogels for instance for vascularization approaches.^[@bibr5-2041731419859157],[@bibr17-2041731419859157]^

Many manufacturing techniques---such as fused deposition modeling (FDM) and electrospinning---have been applied for the generation of scaffolds from PCL/HA composite materials.^[@bibr6-2041731419859157],[@bibr9-2041731419859157],[@bibr18-2041731419859157],[@bibr19-2041731419859157]^ With the help of those techniques, scaffolds can be created in a highly reproducible way, while pore size and porosity can be controlled to allow for cell ingrowth and migration as well as for nutrient supply during dynamic cultivation. However, the generation of PCL/HA sheets via FDM requires non-standard 3D printing devices and sophisticated techniques to obtain a printable mixture that remains stable after printing.^[@bibr18-2041731419859157],[@bibr20-2041731419859157]^ Furthermore, the process is prone to clogging of the printing nozzle due to HA particles. Bigger printing nozzles can prevent clogging, but only at the expense of printing resolution. Due to the relatively low melting temperature of PCL, the resolution can be further impaired by the heated nozzle. When a new layer is added to the printed construct, the heat of the nozzle can deform fine structure in subjacent layers.^[@bibr21-2041731419859157]^ In electrospinning, the pore size of the resulting scaffolds is not easily controllable and limited to smaller pore sizes. Therefore, electrospinning is not an option for applications where larger pore sizes and geometries are desired.^[@bibr6-2041731419859157],[@bibr10-2041731419859157],[@bibr22-2041731419859157],[@bibr23-2041731419859157]^ Techniques like porogen leaching are also limited to thin scaffold constructs since porogens have to be removed entirely from the generated scaffold, which is difficult especially for larger structures. Furthermore, interconnecting pore structures are hard to achieve in a controlled way.^[@bibr22-2041731419859157],[@bibr24-2041731419859157]^

Laser-cutting (LC) is a manufacturing technique, which has not been investigated for the generation of sheet-based scaffolds so far. In LC devices, a continuous wave laser is used to process materials with very high precision.^[@bibr25-2041731419859157],[@bibr26-2041731419859157]^ Templates for the cutting process can be generated by computer-aided design (CAD). Thus, the manufacturing process is highly flexible with respect to the final design of a generated sheet and the resulting 3D scaffold.

Consequently, we developed a new manufacturing procedure based on LC, for the generation of PCL/HA sheets for 3DCC, which is shown in the present study. LC offers the possibility for a fast and reproducible generation of sheets and scaffolds. By using LC, certain drawbacks of common manufacturing techniques, like FDM or electrospinning, can be circumvented. Furthermore, the sheet-based scaffold approach enables for facile and easy cell seeding and investigation of cell growth and distribution.

Materials and methods {#section2-2041731419859157}
=====================

Generation of a PCL/HA foil {#section3-2041731419859157}
---------------------------

To produce a PCL/HA foil of 200 µm thickness, a 25 × 35 cm mold with a 200 µm recess was used. The mold was milled out of an aluminum block, to guarantee a fast removal of thermal energy after the cutting process, which is mandatory for the generation of fine structures. To generate the PCL/HA composite material, HA nanopowder (Sigma Aldrich) was dispersed in chloroform (Sigma Aldrich). Subsequently, PCL pellets (Sigma Aldrich) were solubilized in the chloroform solution with continuous stirring. After the PCL pellets dissolved completely, the solution was heated to 60°C, until the slurry was highly viscous. The slurry was poured in the aluminum mold and heated to 80°C until the chloroform evaporated completely. Subsequently, the PCL/HA slurry was spread and smoothened in the mold using a pre-heated, round profile aluminum bar and cooled to RT prior to further processing via LC. The experiments conducted in this work were performed with a 75% PCL, 25% HA composite material.

Generation of PCL/HA sheets by LC {#section4-2041731419859157}
---------------------------------

Adobe Illustrator CS6 (Adobe Systems) was used, to create cutting templates for the laser cutter. PCL/HA sheets were produced using a Zing 24 laser cutter (Epilog) equipped with a 30 W, continuous wave CO~2~ laser. The PCL/HA foil was cut into 10 × 10 mm sheets at 6 W laser power (corresponding to 20%) and maximum laser head travel speed. Subsequently, the aluminum mold was cooled down to 4°C for easy removal of the sheets. Sheets were removed from the mold using a scalpel, sterilized in 80% EtOH for 20 minutes and stored at RT.

To evaluate the accuracy and limits of the cutting process, three different test templates were created and cut out of a 75% PCL, 25% HA (75PCL25HA) foil. For the generation of test templates, the width of cut sections (section width), the gap between cut sections (section gap), and the diameter of circular structures (circle diameter) were varied ([Figure 1](#fig1-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). To evaluate the effect of different applied laser power levels on the accuracy, the templates were cut at levels between 0.3 and 12 W (1%--40%). For each laser power level, five equal test templates were manufactured.

![Test templates for the evaluation of the accuracy and the limits of the laser-cutting process: (a) test template for section width, varying from 0 to 500 µm (0 equals only a straight line, no rectangular shape in the designed template); (b) test template for circular structures with varying diameters from 100 to 500 µm; and (c) test template for gaps between sections, varying between 100 and 700 µm.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig1){#fig1-2041731419859157}

To investigate the robustness of the cutting process, the deviations between equal structures (e.g. the widths of cut sections) on the created sheets were measured using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 2.5× objective and analyzed using the Zen V2.6 software (Carl Zeiss). Subsequently, mean values (MVs) and standard deviations (SDs) were calculated. To investigate the accuracy of the cutting process, deviations between the manufactured sheets and the corresponding templates were calculated. For each laser power value used, MVs and SDs were calculated from the determined deviations.

Mechanical properties of 75PCL25HA sheets {#section5-2041731419859157}
-----------------------------------------

The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and the Young's modulus (YM) of single 75PCL25HA sheets (geometry 2, see [Figure 4](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}) were measured using a Mach1 mechanical tester (Biomomentum) with a 75 N load cell. The mechanical properties were determined in a dry state using a head speed of 0.2 mm/second. MVs and SDs were calculated from the measurements.

Scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy {#section6-2041731419859157}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate, if residual aluminum particles remain on the PCL/HA sheets after the LC process, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were performed. Therefore, manufactured sheets were sputter coated with platinum and subsequently analyzed using a Lyra 3 system (Tescan). Imaging was performed at 5 kV using a secondary electron detector and the associated LycaTC software (Tescan). EDX was performed at 10 kV using an X-Max silicon drift detector (Oxford Instruments) and the associated Aztec software (Oxford Instruments).

Cell culture {#section7-2041731419859157}
------------

The human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC) line SCP-1, modified to express green fluorescent protein (GFP) constitutively,^[@bibr27-2041731419859157]^ was used for the experiments. Cells were cultured at 37°C using Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Merck) with 200 mM Glutamax (Gibco), 100 U/mL Penicillin/Streptomycin (Biochrom), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Biochrom) in a humidified 90% air, 10% CO~2~ atmosphere. Quadratic 75PCL25HA sheets with edge lengths of 10 mm and a grid of 19 rectangular sections with 300 µm section width were used for the experiments (see [Figure 4(a)](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}).

To analyze cell growth and distribution, 50,000 SCP-1 cells were seeded by pipetting 100 µL of a 5 × 10^5^ cells/mL suspension on each sheet. Subsequently, the cells were cultivated statically for 5 days, while the medium was changed every 48 hours. Cells cultivated on unprocessed PCL/HA foil and on cell culture dishes were used as a control, to investigate if the processing of PCL/HA by LC affects cell adherence and growth, for example, by structural alterations of the polymer in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of the laser. GFP producing cells were analyzed at 475 nm using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 (Carl Zeiss) microscope and the associated Zen V2.6 software (Carl Zeiss).

Cell differentiation {#section8-2041731419859157}
--------------------

To investigate cellular responses to differentiation factors, SCP-1 cells growing on manufactured PCL/HA sheets were differentiated to osteoblasts using the StemPro Osteogenesis Differentiation Kit (Thermo Fisher). Cells were seeded on single 75PCL25HA sheets (see "Cell culture" section) and cultivated statically in DMEM until 60%--80% confluency was reached. Subsequently, the cells growing on the sheets were cultivated in osteogenic differentiation medium (ODM) for a minimum of 21 days. The medium was changed every 2 days to provide a sufficient nutrient supply. Cells growing on unprocessed PCL/HA and on cell culture dishes, as well as cells cultivated in DMEM were used as a control.

The differentiation of hMSCs to osteoblasts was verified by staining calcium depositions in the mineralized extracellular matrix of mature osteoblasts, using Alizarin-Red S staining (ARS, Merck). Therefore, single sheets were incubated in ARS for 2 minutes and subsequently rinsed with PBS solution (Merck). Overgrown sheets, which were cultivated in DMEM were used as a negative control. ARS stained sheets were analyzed at 405 nm, using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 microscope and the associated Zen V2.6 software.

3D cell culture {#section9-2041731419859157}
---------------

For 3D cell culture, circular 75PCL25HA sheets with 10 mm diameter and a grid of 19 rectangular sections were used (see [Figure 4(b)](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). Fifty sheets were seeded with 50,000 SCP-1 cells each, by pipetting 100 µL of a 5 × 10^5^ cells/mL suspension on each sheet. After 1 hour of static incubation, sheets were stacked in an alternating way (consecutive sheets rotated by 90°), to form a scaffold with interconnecting pores (referred to as SSC) ([Figure 2](#fig2-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}).

![Model and structure of a stacked scaffold (SSC): (a) model of a stacked scaffold, illustrating the alternating way, how sheets are stacked and (b) resulting interconnecting pore structure of SSCs.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig2){#fig2-2041731419859157}

Subsequently, the SSC was placed in a perfusion microbioreactor system and cultivated dynamically for 5 days. During the cultivation, oxygen levels were controlled at 15% to guarantee sufficient oxygen and nutrient supply as described elsewhere.^[@bibr28-2041731419859157]^ To investigate cell growth and distribution and to investigate if the SSC offers a coherent structure with interconnecting pores, the SSC was taken out of the bioreactor and disassembled after the cultivation. Subsequently, the cells growing on the sheets were analyzed at 475 nm (GFP) using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 microscope and the associated Zen V2.6 software.

Results {#section10-2041731419859157}
=======

Generation of PCL/HA sheets {#section11-2041731419859157}
---------------------------

Sheets were generated from PCL/HA foil by LC. PCL/HA slurries with HA-quantities of up to 50% were suitable for the production process. When higher amounts of HA were used, slurries could not be smoothened sufficiently, resulting in a PCL/HA foil of insufficient quality for the subsequent LC; 25% HA slurries gave the best results with regard to processability and sheet stability. Consequently, sheets containing 75% PCL and 25% HA (75PCL25HA) were used for the subsequent experiments.

Laser powers below 3 W (10% of the maximum power) were not sufficient for cutting the PCL/HA foil and are thus not suitable for processing the PCL/HA foil. For laser power values between 3 and 12 W (10%--40%), the variation between cut structures was constantly ⩽20 µm for all applied power settings. For laser powers above 3 W (10%), the removal of material during the LC process affected the accuracy of the procedure, with deviations between designed templates and resulting sheets increasing linearly with increasing laser power ([Figure 3](#fig3-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). Material removal led to both larger sections and diameters as well as thinner gaps between sections---except for 100 µm circular structures when cutting with 4.5 W laser power or lower, which resulted in smaller diameters.

![Evaluation of the cutting accuracy depending on the applied laser power for 75PCL25HA sheets: Mean values and standard deviations (MV ± SD, n = 5) calculated from differences between manufactured sheets and designed cutting templates: (a) deviations for diameters of circular structures, (b) deviations for section widths, and (c) deviations for gaps between sections.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig3){#fig3-2041731419859157}

Resulting structures, which were thinner than 125 µm, were not reliably stable. These structures were easily damaged during removal from the aluminum mold or removed entirely by the lasers' power input during the cutting process.

Using 6 W laser power (20% of maximum power) resulted in a well controllable process and was used for the production of 75PCL25HA sheets for all subsequent experiments. The cutting templates were adjusted to account for the determined deviation accordingly. To demonstrate the flexibility of the LC process, quadratic (geometry 1), circular (geometry 2), and hexahedral (geometry 3) shaped sheets were cut from a 75PCL25HA foil ([Figure 4](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). All geometries shared the same diameter of 10 mm with equally distributed sections. Section widths were designed to be 250 µm (resulting in section widths of approximately 300 µm). A central circular hole was added in geometry 1 and 3, to accommodate for the insertion of a sensor into the scaffold, for instance, for pO~2~ or pH measurements inside of the 3DCC. Using the developed manufacturing process, five sheets could be generated per minute, whereas the manufacturing speed varied slightly depending on the geometry.

![Different geometries cut from 75PCL25HA foil at 6 W laser power: (a) quadratic shape (10 × 10 mm), 19 rectangular sections (9.5 mm × 0.3 mm), central circular section, for example, for sensor placement within the scaffold; (b) circular shape (10 mm diameter), 19 rectangular sections (varying length × 0.3 mm); and (c) hexahedral shape (10 × 10 mm), 17 rectangular sections (varying length × 0.3 mm), central circular section, for example, for sensor placement within the scaffold.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig4){#fig4-2041731419859157}

### Mechanical properties of 75PCL25HA sheets {#section12-2041731419859157}

The mechanical properties of 75PCL25HA sheets (geometry 2, see [Figure 4](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}) were determined using a Mach1 mechanical tester. To determine the YM and the UTS, the force-affected cross-section area was calculated from a CAD model while having regard to the deviations of the manufacturing process ([Figure 3](#fig3-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). The YM was determined at 110 ± 18 MPa, and the UTS at 3.05 ± 0.80 MPa (n = 5).

### SEM and EDX {#section13-2041731419859157}

Since an aluminum mold is used in the manufacturing process of PCL/HA sheets, the sheets were examined by SEM and EDX, to investigate if residual aluminum particles remain on the manufactured sheets. Several surfaces, including cut edges, were imaged and examined. HA nanoparticles embedded in PCL were clearly visible in the SEM image. In the EDX analysis, the following elements were found: Carbon (C), oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), phosphorous (P), and platinum (Pt), which are the main components of PCL ((C~6~H~10~O~2~)~n~) and HA (Ca~10~(PO~4~)~6~(OH)~2~). Furthermore, traces of sodium (Na) and chlorine (Cl) could be detected. However, no traces of aluminum were found on the manufactured sheets ([Figure 5](#fig5-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}).

![SEM image and EDX analysis of 75PCL25HA sheet.\
SEM image and EDX analysis of the cut edge of a manufactured 75PCL25HA sheet. HA nanoparticles embedded in PCL are visible in the SEM image (2 nanoparticles are indicated exemplary by arrows). EDX analysis was performed in the area of the white box.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig5){#fig5-2041731419859157}

Cell growth and differentiation on PCL/HA sheets {#section14-2041731419859157}
------------------------------------------------

To investigate cell growth and adhesion on 75PCL25HA sheets, 50,000 eGFP-labeled SCP-1 cells were seeded per sheet (sheet geometry 1, see [Figure 4](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}) and cultivated statically in DMEM for 5 days. Cells growing on cell culture dishes and on unprocessed PCL/HA were used as a control.

Cells adhered and grew homogeneously on the 75PCL25HA sheets ([Figure 6(a)](#fig6-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}) as well as on unprocessed PCL/HA. The cell morphology was comparable to the cells growing on a cell culture dish ([Figure 6(b)](#fig6-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"} and ([c](#fig6-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"})).

![Fluorescence images showing growth and morphology of eGFP-labeled SCP1 cells on 75PCL25HA sheets, after 5 days of cultivation: (a) SCP-1 cell growing homogeneously on a 75PCL25HA sheet, stacked from 9 frames, 2.5× magnification; (b) SCP-1 cell morphology on 75PCL25HA sheet, GFP, 20× magnification; and (c) SCP-1 cell morphology on a cell culture dish, GFP, 20× magnification.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig6){#fig6-2041731419859157}

To investigate the cellular response of SCP-1 cells to differentiation factors, cells were cultivated in ODM for 21 days. Staining of calcium depositions in the extracellular matrix of mature osteoblasts was used to determine if the differentiation was successful.

In contrast to cells cultivated in DMEM ([Figure 7(a)](#fig7-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}), the staining with ARS revealed high amounts of calcium depositions in the extracellular matrix of cells which were cultivated in ODM while growing on LC processed PCL/HA ([Figure 7(b)](#fig7-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"} and ([c](#fig7-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"})) as well as on unprocessed PCL/HA and on cell culture dishes. The differentiation of SCP-1 cells to mature osteoblasts is thus possible with cells growing on 75PCL25HA sheets.

![Investigation of differentiation of SCP-1 cells on PCL/HA sheets to osteoblasts after 21 days of cultivation, ARS-staining. Fluorescence images of Alizarin Red-S (ARS) stained SCP-1 cell cultures on 75PCL25HA sheets after 21 days of cultivation: (a) control, cultivation in DMEM, 2.5× magnification; (b) cultivation in ODM, 2.5× magnification; and (c) cultivation in ODM, 20× magnification.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig7){#fig7-2041731419859157}

Cell growth on stacked PCL/HA scaffolds {#section15-2041731419859157}
---------------------------------------

To investigate cell growth on SSCs made of 50 circular 75PCL25HA sheets ([Figure 4(b)](#fig4-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}), single sheets were seeded with 50,000 SCP-1 cells and cultivated in DMEM for 1 hour separately. Subsequently, the sheets were stacked with alternating orientation ([Figure 2](#fig2-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}) to form an SSC with interconnecting pore structure and placed in an oxygen controlled perfusion microbioreactor to ensure a proper nutrient and oxygen supply of the 3DCC. The circular sheet shape was chosen for 3DCC, to facilitate a homogeneous nutrient and oxygen supply in the SSC.

SCP-1 cells were cultivated in the SSC for a minimum of 5 days. Subsequently, the distribution of the cells in the SSC was investigated. The distribution of cells throughout the scaffold was easily assessable by disassembling the SSC and analyzing the scaffold sheet by sheet. The SSC was homogeneously overgrown, thus cells and sheets formed a coherent TE graft. The areas where the single sheets were in contact with each other were clearly visible in the fluorescence images of the SCP-1 cells ([Figure 8](#fig8-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}).

![SCP-1 cells on a 75PCL25HA sheet after cultivation for 5 days as SSC in an oxygen controlled perfusion microbioreactor.\
Fluorescence image (GFP) of SCP-1 cells growing on a 75PCL25HA sheet after cultivation of 5 days as SSC in an oxygen controlled microbioreactor and subsequent disassembling to single sheets. Areas, where single sheets were in contact with each other are indicated with red arrows, GFP, 10× magnification.](10.1177_2041731419859157-fig8){#fig8-2041731419859157}

Discussion {#section16-2041731419859157}
==========

Generation of PCL/HA sheets {#section17-2041731419859157}
---------------------------

The generation of sheet-based scaffolds made of PCL/HA composite materials via LC was shown to be feasible. The developed method is easy to carry out, fast, and reproducible. Compared to other manufacturing methods, the sheet generation via LC does not require specific equipment but a standard commercially available LC device.

Prior to LC, a PCL/HA foil has to be created. For this purpose, an aluminum mold was used, since the great thermal conductivity of aluminum allows for both homogeneous heating during the casting process and fast dissipation of the laser energy during the cutting process. Even though lasers operating in the kilowatt range are needed to cut aluminum,^[@bibr29-2041731419859157]^ it was investigated if traces of aluminum can be found on the cut edges of manufactured sheets. Therefore, SEM and EDX analyses were performed. Besides the main components of HA and PCL, platinum (sheets were sputtered with Pt prior to the measurement) and traces of sodium and chlorine (most likely transferred on the sheets during handling) were detected. Consequently, the use of an aluminum mold is unproblematic for the generation of the PCL/HA foil.

The LC process is suitable for PCL/HA ratios between 0% and 50% HA, which is comparable to other manufacturing methods like FDM, electrospinning and porogen leaching.^[@bibr6-2041731419859157],[@bibr9-2041731419859157],[@bibr18-2041731419859157],[@bibr24-2041731419859157],[@bibr30-2041731419859157],[@bibr31-2041731419859157]^ However, PCL/HA foils with 25% HA were found to have the best properties regarding processability and sheet stability. If lower quantities of HA are used, the processing of the composite material is facilitated, but the resulting sheets are less stable and are damaged easily when they get removed from the aluminum mold. Also, the cut edges of manufactured sheets are not as smooth when lower HA quantities are used. The use of high HA quantities results in more stable sheets, but a less processable material, which impedes the creation of the PCL/HA foil.

The LC process itself is very robust and renders a well controllable manufacturing process, with variations between equally cut structures (e.g. diameters of circular structures) being lower than 20 µm. The design of different sheets is limited with respect to two structural features. First, structures between cut sections should be larger than 125 µm to be reliably stable and second, the width of the smallest possible section is about 40 µm (4.5 W laser power, designed section width 0 µm).

The energy input by the laser leads to material removal, which results in both larger sections and smaller gaps between sections, and thus in deviations between the designed cutting template and the resulting sheet. Naturally, higher laser powers result in higher material removal and thus in higher deviations of the resulting sheets to the CAD designed templates ([Figure 3](#fig3-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, lower laser powers are favorable for the manufacturing process.

Furthermore, the use of lower laser powers can lessen undesirable effects in the HAZ, like the alteration of the semi-crystalline structure of the processed polymer.^[@bibr32-2041731419859157]^ A higher crystallinity percentage can be observed in the HAZ of polymers, which were processed at high laser powers. Naturally, these changes in crystallinity can have an effect on the degradation of the material.^[@bibr33-2041731419859157],[@bibr34-2041731419859157]^ Even though a relatively low laser power and a high laser head travel speed were applied in the developed manufacturing process, to minimize effects in the HAZ,^[@bibr32-2041731419859157]^ the effect of LC on the biodegradation of the manufactured sheets has to be further investigated.

The mechanical properties of 75PCL25HA sheets were investigated using a Mach1 mechanical tester. A YM of 110 ± 18 MPa and an UTS of 3.05 ± 0.80 MPa were calculated from tensile tests of five single sheets. These values are well in the expected range for PCL/HA composite materials.^[@bibr35-2041731419859157]^ However, these values only represent single sheets. If sheets are stacked to form a scaffold, the compression modulus should be determined, to investigate the shape-persistency and durability of the created scaffold. However, this value is not only dependent on the used material but also on the scaffold's architecture.^[@bibr36-2041731419859157],[@bibr37-2041731419859157]^ Consequently, the compressive modulus has to be investigated for each SSC design individually.

Compared to FDM printing, the LC process circumvents drawbacks like nozzle clogging and instability of subjacent layers during the printing process, while offering comparable flexibility and reproducibility. Furthermore, FDM printing requires slurries with exact viscosities, for proper printing,^[@bibr18-2041731419859157],[@bibr21-2041731419859157],[@bibr22-2041731419859157]^ which is not the case for the LC process, which therefore facilitates the production process substantially. Compared to other scaffold fabrication methods, pore interconnectivity---which can be problematic, for instance, for porogen leaching---is guaranteed, when sheets are stacked to a scaffold (SSC). In addition, the size of the SSC is not limited to smaller sizes, since there is no risk of residual solvents or porogens which could remain in larger scaffolds and hamper cell growth and viability (porogen leaching) or poor mechanical integrity (electrospinning).^[@bibr22-2041731419859157],[@bibr38-2041731419859157]^

Cell growth and differentiation on PCL/HA sheets {#section18-2041731419859157}
------------------------------------------------

Besides the physical properties like pore size and porosity, TE scaffolds have to allow cells to adhere, grow, and differentiate to form functional tissue. PCL/HA is known to be a highly functional composite material for bone TE applications.^[@bibr9-2041731419859157],[@bibr39-2041731419859157][@bibr40-2041731419859157]--[@bibr41-2041731419859157]^ However, LC is prone to generate a HAZ when thermoplastic materials are cut.^[@bibr32-2041731419859157]^ Beside the executed cut, the material in the HAZ can alter its properties due to heat exposure and subsequent cooling.^[@bibr42-2041731419859157],[@bibr43-2041731419859157]^ Consequently, we investigated the adherence and growth of hMSCs on the manufactured PCL/HA sheets and the differentiation potential of hMSCs when exposed to osteogenic differentiation factors.

The hMSC cell line SCP-1 was adhering and growing homogeneously on PCL/HA sheets, including HAZs, while the cells maintained their typical morphology^[@bibr27-2041731419859157]^ ([Figure 6](#fig6-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, no differences in cell growth, adherence, or morphology were observed, when cells were cultivated on non-processed PCL/HA foil.

The testing of the differentiation potential of SCP-1 cells growing on the manufactured sheets was equally conclusive. Cells differentiated into osteoblasts within a cultivation period of 21 days in ODM, which was verified by staining calcium depositions in the extracellular matrix using ARS ([Figure 7](#fig7-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). The same results were found for SCP-1 cells growing on non-processed PCL/HA foil or cell culture dishes. Consequently, the processing via LC did not alter the properties of the material in a significant way with regard to cell growth, adherence, and cellular response to osteogenic differentiation factors. It has to be noted that calcium is a main component of HA. Thus, ARS could also stain exposed HA particles on the surface of the sheets,^[@bibr44-2041731419859157]^ possibly leading to false positive results. However, no staining was visible, if the sheets were fully overgrown with non-differentiated cells ([Figure 7(a)](#fig7-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}).

Cell growth on stacked PCL/HA sheet scaffolds {#section19-2041731419859157}
---------------------------------------------

Important properties of a functional scaffold are pore size, porosity, and the presence of an interconnecting pore network.^[@bibr1-2041731419859157],[@bibr4-2041731419859157],[@bibr5-2041731419859157]^ These parameters can be controlled precisely and reproducibly using the LC process. By stacking 50 circular sheets to an SSC, cylindrical scaffolds of 10 mm diameter and 10 mm height, with theoretical pore sizes of 300 µm, an interconnecting pore network, and porosities of 60% (approximated from the CAD model according to Loh and Choong^[@bibr45-2041731419859157]^) can be created. It has to be considered that these porosity values can differ slightly from values obtained by, for instance, a gravimetric porosity determination.^[@bibr46-2041731419859157]^ However, scaffold and pore size, as well as the porosity, are variable and dependent on the initial sheet design.

The advantage of the SSC in contrast to solid scaffolds is the possibility to assemble and disassemble the scaffold. Thus, cell seeding and the investigation of cell fate after cultivation is considerably facilitated. However, single sheets can be welded together to form a solid scaffold structure, if desired.^[@bibr6-2041731419859157]^ On the contrary, the need to assemble the scaffold prior to cultivation can also be considered as a drawback of the SSC approach. The stacking of single sheets is time-consuming and the risk of contamination is higher when inoculated sheets are stacked to a 3D scaffold.

Prior cultivation, single sheets were inoculated with cells separately. Thus, the cell distribution could be assessed before the single sheets were stacked to a scaffold. Consequently, a homogeneous cell distribution is easier to achieve in the SSC. In contrast, solid scaffolds require complex dynamic cell seeding procedures to avoid inhomogeneous cell distributions and low initial cell densities.^[@bibr14-2041731419859157][@bibr15-2041731419859157]--[@bibr16-2041731419859157],[@bibr47-2041731419859157]^ To further speed up the cell seeding procedure, and to maximize seeding efficiencies on the PCL/HA sheets, the use of cell sheets^[@bibr48-2041731419859157],[@bibr49-2041731419859157]^ is recently under investigation. Cell sheets can be produced by using cell culture dishes with temperature responsive surfaces. As a result, PCL/HA sheets could be inoculated with contiguous, confluent cells with intact ECM prior assembly to an SSC.

After inoculation with SCP-1 cells and stacking to an SSC, the construct was cultivated for 5 days in an oxygen controlled perfusion bioreactor^[@bibr28-2041731419859157]^ to provide sufficient oxygen and nutrient supply. Subsequently, the SSC was disassembled and cell fate was analyzed. After a cultivation period of 5 days, the SSC was overgrown with cells and formed a coherent structure. The areas where the single sheets were in contact with each other were clearly visible in the fluorescence image of GFP-labeled cells ([Figure 8](#fig8-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}). The possibility to disassemble the scaffold after cultivation is advantageous when homogeneity of, for instance, cell growth or differentiation has to be assessed. Compared to solid scaffolds, which would have to be cut prior analysis,^[@bibr47-2041731419859157],[@bibr50-2041731419859157]^ a much simpler workflow is possible using SSCs.

Laser-cut sheets could not only be used for the generation of SSCs but also for the generation of synergetic TECs by adding hydrogel layers in between laser-cut sheets, to provide both mechanical stability of the solid scaffold as well as the highly biomimetic environment of the hydrogel. Over recent years, different manufacturing techniques were used to develop different scaffold/hydrogel hybrid systems.^[@bibr51-2041731419859157][@bibr52-2041731419859157]--[@bibr53-2041731419859157]^ However, the feasibility of using laser-cut sheets for the generation of a hydrogel/scaffold hybrid system will be investigated in further studies.

Conclusion {#section20-2041731419859157}
==========

A novel method for the generation of sheet-based scaffolds via LC has been introduced. The LC process is fast, reproducible, and highly flexible, and allows for the generation of sheets out of PCL/HA composite material in the range of 0%--50% HA. Single sheets can be stacked together to form a coherent scaffold structure with interconnecting pores. Cell adherence, growth, and osteogenic differentiation were shown to be feasible on the manufactured PCL/HA sheets. Calcium depositions were clearly present in the samples which were cultivated in ODM ([Figure 6](#fig6-2041731419859157){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the developed manufacturing method is suitable for the generation of functional PCL/HA scaffolds for TE applications. The use of SSCs can simplify both investigation of cell distribution after cultivation and cell seeding prior to cultivation. Also, the generation of scaffold/hydrogel hybrid systems, for instance, for vascularization approaches could be possible. Consequently, the generation of SSCs by LC offers new possibilities for TE research.
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